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Welcome

£

Please note that these prices only apply to school bookings. Different prices may
apply for Home Educators and other groups.

From DR Kathy Fawcett,
Education Manager

Contents

Science isn’t just about facts and knowledge, it a way of seeing
the world. And it’s not just for scientists. Evidence-based thinking
is more important today than ever before and, like you, we want
to keep young minds open to new ideas that they can explore
and test.

3 Planning your visit

Our exhibition spaces over two floors and our broad programme
of Workshops, Theme Days, Planetarium and Studio Shows offer
unique, enriching learning opportunities that we believe can
make a great contribution to everyone’s experience of science.
This year’s new activities include two brand new shows ‘Senses
Re-wired’ and ‘Good Vibrations’, and to make planning a visit
even simpler, from September we’ll be adding new Exhibit Info
Sheets to our website - detailing what’s on offer and highlighting
the science behind each exhibit, plus online risk assessments for
each of our workshops.
We look forward to seeing you.

2 Prices

Term-Time rates

Price (pp)
incl. vat

Details

Price
- VAT

VAT
(20%)

Student admission

£5.75

Ratios for free accompanying adults:
EYFS - 1:3 KS1 – 1:5 KS2 to 5 – 1:10
Additional adults: £5.75
All 1:1 assistants free of charge

£4.79

£0.96

4 Activities at a glance

Additional activities (only available in combination with general admission)

5 More for teachers

Workshops

£2.95

Group size 12 min – 30 max

£2.46

£0.49

Studio Shows

£2.50

Group size 15 min – 70 max

£2.08

£0.42

£2.50 (2D)
£3.00 (3D)*

Group size 98 max (including adults)
Many shows available as 2D and 3D
*3D shows unsuitable for under 6s

£2.08
£2.50

£0.42
£0.50

7 British Science Week
9 Exhibitions

Planetarium Shows

11 Workshops
15 Theme Days

Combination deals (price includes general admission at £5.75)

19 Studio Shows

Theme Days

£12.95

Group size variable – please see detail
for each Theme Day listing.

£10.79

£2.16

21 Planetarium Shows

A Question of Taste
Post-16 Theme Day

£15.00

Group size min 12 min – 30 max

£12.50

£2.50

Special package deal:
Admission, Workshop
and Planetarium Show

£9.45 (2D)
£9.95 (3D)*

September, December and January only
*3D shows unsuitable for under 6s

£8.29

£1.66

23 Venue floor plans
25 Visit planning page
26 Aerial view site map

PRICES
INSIDE!
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Prices

Group rates & other special deals
Teachers’
‘Away Day’ INSET offer

£100 + VAT

Includes dedicated meeting room,
Workshop and Planetarium Show. Price
for up to 30. For larger groups please call.

£100.00

£20

Trainee teacher
group visit

£60 (5 – 49)
£96 (50+)

Includes 45min presentation.
Additional charge for Workshops,
Shows and Planetarium Shows

£50.00
£80.00

£10.00
£16.00

We The Curious Takeaways Portable exhibits

£90 + VAT
per week

Set of 8 portable exhibits.
Collection only

£90.00

£18.00

Nursery/Preschool
child admission

£5.75
(under 3s free)

Ratios for free accompanying adults:
1 free adult per 3 paying children.
Additional adults £5.75
All 1:1 assistants are free of charge

£4.79

£0.96

Holiday &
weekend rates

Price (pp)
incl. vat

Details

Price
- VAT

VAT
(20%)

Student admission

£6.50

Ratios for free accompanying adults:
EYFS – 1:3, KS1 – 1:5, KS2 to 5 – 1:10
Additional adults £6.50 (£5.42 ex VAT)
All 1:1 assistants free of charge

£5.42

£1.08

Nursery/Preschool
child admission

£6.50
(under 3s free)

Ratios for free accompanying adults:
1 free adult per 3 paying children.
Additional adults £6.50 (£5.42 ex VAT)
All 1:1 assistants free of charge

£5.42

£1.08
2
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Planning Your Visit

The new, fold-out Visit Planner inside the back cover may also be useful.
Remember that all teachers and trainee teachers are entitled to free planning visits –
including one per year for your immediate family. Please bring school ID.
Enquiries & Bookings
0117 915 7777 • education@wethecurious.org
Booking line opening hours
8.30am–5.30pm & 10am–2pm (holidays) Mon–Fri
More information
wethecurious.org/education

Making a booking

Having the following information handy will help
us process your booking more quickly:
•Preferred date/s for your visit (it may be useful to
have a few options available)
•Staff contact details (email, phone number and
school address plus email for invoicing, if different)
•Number and ages / year group of students
•Number of accompanying adults (please specify
if this includes any 1:1 assistants)
•Preferred arrival and departure times
•Details of any Workshops, Theme Days or Shows
you are interested in
•Details of any specific access or learning needs
and how we can best support your visit
•Parking requirements: minibus places are limited
and will need to be booked in advance

Also on our website

• Venue map and directions to We The Curious
• Full details of all activities: learning objectives,
content, curriculum links and risk assessments
• Exhibit info sheets: each exhibit described, with
the science behind it explained
• Trails: a selection of topic-linked tours of the
venue for you to download
• School Visit Safety Statement and Code of Conduct
• Details of different payment methods and our
terms and conditions
• Seasonal Specials: for details of upcoming
activities in Live Lab and our Experimental
Greenhouse and Kitchen visit the ‘What’s On’
section on the front page of our website
38

Parking

Some minibus parking is available on-site but this
is limited so please book in advance. Coaches can
drop-off and pick-up directly on site.

Lunch spaces and storage

All groups are provided with an indoor base as a
lunch space and meeting point, with containers in
which to store bags and coats. Secure lockers are
also available (£1.00 coin required but returned).

Specific needs and accessibility

We are committed to supporting visits for
everyone. Please let us know about any relevant
access and learning needs when you book, or ask
us for further details of what we can do to help.
We The Curious is fully accessible for wheelchair
users (including the Planetarium) with free
admission for all 1:1 assistants. All toilets are
fully accessible, with a track hoist available on the
ground floor. Assistance dogs welcome. Hearing
loops available. Ear defenders and weighted
blankets are also available on request.

Risk assessments

All our activities and exhibits are fully risk
assessed. Risk assessments for all educational
activities are available on our website, along with
a venue map, School Visit Safety Statement and
Code of Conduct. We also have a first aid room
on site.

Shop visits and goody bags

If you would like a dedicated time slot in the
shop for your students please mention this when
booking. Alternatively, you can pre-order ‘goody
bags’ to suit a range of budgets.

Funded School Visits

We The Curious operates a Funded School
Visits Programme offering financial support for
Bristol schools that may otherwise be unable
to visit. To apply or find out more please see the
Education page of our website or speak to our
Bookings team.

Activities At A Glance
Workshops

P11–14

A Trick of the Light
All New Atoms to Astrophysics
Brain Lab
Catching the Sun
Choose Health
Colourful Chemistry
Destination Space - Action Stations
DNA Codebreakers
DNA Detectives
Experience Psychology
Fossils and Evolution
How does it feel? NEW
Innoventions
Let there be Light!
Solve It!
The Force of Attraction
The Science of Scent NEW
The Water Cycle

KS3 & KS4
KS3 & KS4
KS3 & KS4
KS3 & KS4
KS3
KS3
KS3
KS3
KS3 & KS4
KS4 & POST-16
KS3, KS4 & POST-16
KS3 & KS4
KS3
KS3 & KS4
KS3
KS3 & KS4
KS3 & KS4
KS3

Theme Days

P15–18

A Question of Taste
Bloodhound rocket car experience
Earth to Mars
Forensics Academy
Is there anybody out there?
On Shaky Ground?
System Earth
Take Off

NEW

POST-16
KS3 & KS4
KS3 & KS4
KS3
KS3 & KS4
KS3 & KS4
KS3 & KS4
KS3 & KS4

Studio Shows

P19–20

Boggling Brains
Good Vibrations NEW
How My Body Works
Launch It!
Light Fantastic
Senses Re-wired NEW

KS3 & KS4
KS3 & KS4
KS3
KS3
KS3
KS3 & KS4

Planetarium

P21–22

Back to the Moon - for good
Blue Marvel
Cell! Cell! Cell!
Dream to Fly
Exploring the Galaxy
Invaders of Mars!
Phantom of the Universe NEW
Seasonal Stargazing
We are Aliens!

ALL AGES
KS3 & KS4
ALL AGES
KS3 & KS4
KS3
ALL AGES
ALL AGES
ALL AGES
ALL AGES

Key
KS3 •
Key Stage 3
KS4 • Key Stage 4
• Lower or Upper
POST-16
Key Stages are provided
for guidance. Please see
information on our website for
more detail of each activity.
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More For Teachers

More For Teachers
Pilot Opportunities
We often need schools to take part in our
pilot workshops and theme days in exchange
for a little feedback and some photos for our
brochure or website. If you would like to be
involved please call our Education Bookings
team on 0117 915 7777 or email education@
wethecurious.org

Exhibit info sheets NEW
These specially written sheets will help you
plan your time in the exhibition and support
learning, providing details of what exhibits you
can find, what they do, and the science behind
each one.
Teacher Away-Day INSET offer
Why not spend your INSET day with your
colleagues here at We The Curious? For only
£100 you will have a dedicated meeting
room (with a data projector) providing
space to reflect, plan and discuss in inspiring
surroundings. Includes full venue entry, plus
a workshop and Planetarium Show of your
choice. £100 + VAT for up to 30. For larger
groups please enquire.

Topic Trails
A selection of topic-related trails are available
on our website for you to download before
your visit, providing a focus for particular
subjects and complementing other activities
such as workshops.
YouTube
Our YouTube channel is full of short science
videos to support lessons before and after
your visit, covering a wide range of topics and
featuring everything from simple science
activities to organ dissections. Watch, share
and subscribe to keep up to date with our latest
videos at youtube.com/user/wethecurious

Trainee Teacher Group Visit
We offer a special discounted rate for groups
of trainee teachers, including a special
introductory presentation from our Education
Manager Kathy Fawcett, looking at the theory
and practice of science education and what
science centres have to offer.
Takeaways Portable exhibits to hire
Hire 8 amazing portable science experiments
for only £90 per week (+VAT), complete with
supporting worksheets. There are up to 16
to choose from and you can find out more at
wethecurious.org/education/outreach

Explore More Taking stories back to school
The unique barcode on each wristband ticket
can be used to record and save pictures, videos
and data from your visit to view later at home or
in school. Visit wethecurious.org/exploremore

Free Planning Visits
Teachers and trainee teachers are entitled
to free planning visits. Please bring school
ID and collect a teacher preview guide. Your
immediate family are also welcome to join you
for one complimentary visit each year.

Funded School Visits
If you are a Bristol school and would like to visit but are finding
that funding is an issue, then we’d like to hear from you.
Through our Funded School Visit Programme we aim to help
local schools experience what We The Curious has to offer.
It’s easy – just go the education page of our website and
complete the application form to tell us how a visit could
benefit your students and how additional funding from us
could help.

10
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0117 915 7777 • 8.30am – 5.30pm (term time) • 10am – 2pm (holidays)

education@wethecurious.org • wethecurious.org/education

11
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British Science Week

British Science Week
Two delicious weeks of activities and events

Five senses?

12–23 March 2018

New Show

Senses re-wired

NEW
Putting audiences in touch with their sensitive
side in fascinating and unexpected ways.
More details on p19
New Workshop

How Does It Feel?

NEW
Can we programme senses and emotions?
Students find out with their own Thymio robot,
using both image and text-based coding.
More details on p11

Workshops

The Science Of Scent

An exciting free event for teachers (Welcome drinks and nibbles included)

The alchemy of odours in a journey through
science, art and history. More details on p11

Education that makes sense 14 March 2018 at 6pm

Brain Lab

Talk / What does 3.5 billion years of brain
evolution mean for the classroom?
Paul Howard-Jones, Professor of
Neuroscience at the University of Bristol
helps us untangle the sense from the nonsense in education.

Planetarium / Seasonal Stargazing
A very special guided tour of the night sky in
our 3D Planetarium.

Show / Senses Re-Wired
A preview of our brand new show about
human senses and our amazing plastic brains.

To book, visit teachers-event.eventbrite.co.uk

The diagnosis and treatment of a fictional
patient reveals the careers and techniques
involved. More details on p13

Experience Psychology

Senses, memory and cognition explored.
More details on p14
Drop-in

Brain awareness week

Our friendly neighbourhood neuroscientists
return for another year with a selection of
special activities.

12
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You might have
thirty three!

0117 915 7777 • 8.30am – 5.30pm (term time) • 10am – 2pm (holidays)

Plus a chance to find out more about our
Education programme, meet the team and
enjoy all our exhibits.

For more information call our Education
Bookings Team on 0117 915 7777.

education@wethecurious.org • wethecurious.org/education
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Exhibitions

Exhibitions
Hundreds of interactive exhibits across a range of subjects to intrigue, amaze and
engage everyone. Our Live Science team is always on hand to support students’
learning, with topic trails and exhibit information sheets available on our website.
The Tinkering Space
A place where science,
technology, design and art
merge to allow creative,
investigative thought
to flourish. A changing
collection of drop-in activities
and permanent exhibits
connects minds and hands
and allows visitors to test
out an idea, learn a new skill,
or just make a brilliant mess
that leads to the unexpected.
Test Lab
Virtual and Augmented
Reality are where the real and
virtual worlds come together.
Create a ‘virtual you’ and
experiment with the latest
technology in this new space
– and let us know what you
want the future to look like.

All About Us
Exploring the themes
of senses, digestion,
reproduction, movement,
blood and DNA to bring the
science of the human body
to life.
Live Lab
Live Lab is our fantastic dropin, open-access laboratory,
with a changing programme
of experiments and activities.
Check wethecurious.
org/visit-us/whats-on for
activities on the day of
your visit.

9

Move It!
People have always dreamed
of harnessing the power of
nature – controlling water,
making machines and
building bridges. In Move It!
you can discover exciting
human inventions and
move water with our human
‘hamster wheel’.
Our World
Exploring water and rock
cycles, energy sources and
weather, this exhibition
allows students to track upto-date hurricane patterns,
blast balls of air to visualise air
currents and record their own
weather forecast.

Move It!

Supported by The Wellcome Trust

Please note, it is advised that this
3D viewing technology is only
used by visitors aged 6 years
and over.

Food!
Exploring that most
fundamental need that
unites us all – food! Students
can milk a cow, grind their
own flour and meet our
robot chef for a chat and
some inspiring home cooking
ideas. Includes an interactive
Greenhouse and Kitchen
where our Live Science
team will be on hand to lead
students through seasonal,
edible demos and activities.

Space Gallery
See yourself as an astronaut
in a space port, try to pick up
a holographic Mars rock; see
cosmic ray trails, learn about
life in near-Earth orbit and
discover the challenges of
sending humans into
deep space.

Animate It!
The creative and exciting
world of animation is
brought to life with this
science-and-technologymeet-art experience. Design
a zoetrope animation, create
a storyboard and make a film
at our animation stations.
Creations can be saved and
edited back at school using
our Explore More facility.

Bubbles exhibit
Intriguing phenomena and
fascinating experiences. Create
a giant bubble, walk through a
tornado, make a ship sink,
build bridges with magnetic
sand and make your way
through the disorientating
Leaning Lounge.
Flight Zone
Discover the wonderful world
of flight and forces. Levitate
a beach ball, add wings and
parachutes to flying machines
and put them to the test on
our Launch It! exhibit.
The Box
This new space celebrates
the synergy between art
and science, and features
exhibitions and artists
that occupy the exciting
dimension where art and
science meet. Details of
current and upcoming
exhibitions are available on
our website.

Animate It!

The Tinkering Space

0117 915 7777 • 8.30am – 5.30pm (term time) • 10am – 2pm (holidays)

education@wethecurious.org • wethecurious.org/education
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Workshops

Workshops
All New Amazing Atoms to
Astrophysics!
KS3 & KS4

This is a journey from the
centre of the atom to the
cosmos, told in particles,
waves and energy. Amazing
practicals and demos
culminate in our brand new
paintball particle accelerator,
to show how the really small
stuff helps us to understand
the really big stuff!

Solve It!

Additional £2.95 per Student
(ONLY available in combination
with general admission at £5.75)
Group size: 12 min – 30 max

11/2h

Practical, enquiry-based sessions in our dedicated
learning rooms and laboratories to excite interest,
build enthusiasm and support learning in school.

DNA Codebreakers
KS3
How Does It Feel? NEW
KS3 & KS4

The Science of Scent NEW
11/2h

We feel the world through our senses, but can
robots be programmed to respond to their
surroundings in a similar way, or even show
emotions? Taking lessons from the animal
kingdom, students observe the ‘behaviour’ of
their own Thymio robots and programme them
to respond to different stimuli, using both visual
programming and text-based code. Suitable for
all – no coding experience required.
16
11

KS3 & KS4

1h

Perfumery is an ancient mixture of science, art
and psychology. We take a short but fragrant
trip from molecular structure through to the
language we use to describe scents, to discover
how we detect them, what makes things smell
and whether perfume can really make us
more attractive!

0117 915 7777 • 8.30am – 5.30pm (term time) • 10am – 2pm (holidays)

1h

How much of our DNA code
do we share with a trout, or
yeast? In this introduction
to cells, DNA and genetics,
students learn some key
laboratory techniques and
extract DNA. We consider
common genetic traits to
understand why we are
similar but not identical to
our parents – and surprisingly
like a fungus!

Choose Health

Solve It!
KS3

2h

KS3

1h

Students use a range of
exciting forensic techniques,
including taking plaster
casts, fingerprinting,
chromatography and
microscopic hair analysis,
before using their new
skills to examine evidence
from a crime scene and
decide whodunnit!

A humorous but thoughtprovoking look at the links
between diet, exercise, lifestyle
and health. Lots of activities
encouraging students to
consider how we make sense
of all the information available,
how to ‘nudge’ ourselves
towards healthier behaviour –
and whether or not we should
eat that last jelly bean!

Destination Space - Action
Stations

Innoventions

KS3

1h

Living in the microgravity
environment of the
International Space Station
is challenging for humans.
Teams learn about the science
involved, operate robotic
arms, generate electricity with
solar panels and consider how
to stay fit and healthy in an
artificial atmosphere.
Supported by the UK Space Agency

KS3

11/4h

Throughout history,
engineering and ingenuity
have combined, allowing
humans to invent machines
that make our lives easier,
more profitable or just
more fun. Here students
experiment with mechanical
movement using levers,
gears, pulleys and cams
before building a catapult to
feed a Furby.

education@wethecurious.org • wethecurious.org/education
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Workshops

Workshops
Let there be Light!
11/4h

KS3 & KS4

The Water Cycle
KS3

A Trick of the Light

Colourful Chemistry
1h

Students explore change of
state by creating their own
clouds in a model water
cycle and testing the purity
of their rain to demonstrate
how evaporation and
condensation make rivers
flow and provide us with
fresh water. They also see an
amazing cloud made from
dry ice and investigate the
effects of surface run-off.

KS3

1h

An illuminating, lab-based
insight into the wonderful
world of chemistry and some
of its real-life applications.
Students ignite metal salts,
observe glowing reactions,
create pigments and identify
minerals under polarised light
as they explore contrasting
and highly visual reactions
and consider the chemistry
behind them. Supported by the

KS3 & KS4

1h

Students navigate a laser
maze to claim their gold
bar, but only once they
have the key to the smoke
machine. First they must
work in teams to solve
practical, light-related
puzzles based around
reflection, wavelength,
phosphorescence, lasers and
ultra-violet.

Curry fund of the Geologists Association’

The Steam Age transformed
society and brought both
prosperity and great challenges.
Students see steam used for
electromagnetic induction
before they generate electricity
themselves to supply our mini
National Grid. An amazing way
to understand how we use
different energy sources to keep
the lights on.

The Force of Attraction
KS3 & KS4

1h

A look at how scientific ideas
have evolved as new evidence
shapes our understanding
of the universe. Students
investigate how gravity affects
the weight of baked beans
and have the opportunity to
manipulate gravity itself –
using space simulator software
to create and destroy their own
solar system.

Fossils & Evolution

Experience Psychology
11/2h

KS3, KS4 & POST-16

Brain Lab
1h

The diagnosis and treatment
of a fictional brain tumour
patient reveals the human
experience and the many
careers behind the science,
while introducing key
techniques such as microscopy
and pipetting. Developed
with the Centre for Ethics
in Medicine and the Brain
Tumour Bank South West.
Supported by The Wellcome Trust

18
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KS3 & KS4

Travel back in time to discover
what rocks and fossils can tell
us about the history of life on
Earth. Examine incredible real
fossils, collect and interpret
evidence for evolution and spin
the Great Evolutionary Wheel
of Fortune to see how evolution
is driven by a struggle for
survival in a changing world.

Catching the Sun

DNA Detectives

KS3 & KS4

11/2h

Forensic science techniques
are applied to compare DNA
samples from a crime scene
with those from a group of
possible suspects. DNA cut
using restriction enzymes is
used with gel electrophoresis
to produce genetic
fingerprints, and we discuss
how this kind of evidence can
be used in a court of law.

KS3 & KS4

11/2h

Why are there no mice in the
Arctic, what is the surface
area of a human, and if we
photosynthesised like plants
could we be completely selfsufficient? Ideas about energy,
surface area and adaptation
are explored in intriguing and
quantitative ways using lifesized animal skins, enormous
graph paper and some
dressing up.

0117 915 7777 • 8.30am – 5.30pm (term time) • 10am – 2pm (holidays)

Fossils & Evolution

Experience Psychology
KS4 & POST-16

1 or 2h

An intriguing and surprising
exploration of human senses,
memory and cognition, with
a real-life test of eye-witness
testimony. Includes an optional
1h investigation in the venue
(KS5) or the lab (KS4), with a
free trail through our many
psychology-related exhibits
available to download.

education@wethecurious.org • wethecurious.org/education
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Theme Days
Forensics Academy

Theme Days

Bloodhound Rocket Car

£12.95 including admission
and all activities
Duration: Approx. 5 hours,
including lunch break and
time in the main venue

Forensics Academy

Fantastic value, multi-activity days filled with unique
and exciting content that enriches curriculum learning.

Bloodhound Rocket Car Experience NEW
KS3 & KS4

Group 12 min–120 max

Bloodhound SSC is a supersonic car and global
engineering adventure aiming to set a new
land speed record of over 1000mph and inspire
the next generation with science, technology,
engineering and maths.
A Studio Show is followed by a workshop
in which students shape their own rocketpowered model car (in pairs) and attach axles
and wheels. The day concludes with a rocketpowered race – with cars reaching speeds of up
to 65mph!
Price includes one model car and rocket per 2
students (to take home), with additional sets
available at £6.50 each.

KS3

Group 12 min–60 max

On Shaky Ground?

The application of science to criminal and
civil laws fascinates us all. Here student
investigators analyse evidence collected from
a crime scene among the We The Curious
exhibits, using classic fingerprinting techniques
and gel electrophoresis DNA fingerprinting,
plus plaster casting, microscopy and
chromatography, to find out whodunnit!
On Shaky Ground?
KS3 & KS4

Group 20 min–40 max

Earthquakes are caused by the Earth’s
natural processes but can have very human
consequences. This exciting day examines their
causes before applying science and engineering
to solve the real-world problems they create.
Students design and construct earthquakeresistant buildings to be tested on our special
‘shaking table’. Developed in collaboration
with Bristol University Civil Engineering
and Geophysics, and engineers from Mott
MacDonald, On Shaky Ground? reveals the
many and varied careers in this field.
Supported by the Royal Academy of Engineering

20
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0117 915 7777 • 8.30am – 5.30pm (term time) • 10am – 2pm (holidays)

education@wethecurious.org • wethecurious.org/education
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Theme Days

Theme Days
Take Off

Earth to Mars

System Earth

Take Off

Earth to Mars
KS3 & KS4

Group 20 min–30 max

In this exceptional learning experience
students programme robot rovers to carry out
real mapping missions on a replica Martian
landscape, measuring humidity, methane
and temperature in their search for signs of
life. Developed with space industry leaders
and robotics innovators, it begins with a 3D
Planetarium Show and an introduction to
Mars exploration and astrobiology. The coding
language used is Python and the day is suitable
for everyone, including beginners.
Supported by the UK Space Agency, European Space Agency,
Airbus DS and SCISYS

Group 12 min–60 max

What does green actually mean, what does
the science tell us and why should we care
at all? This stimulating day offers first-hand
experience of the science behind the headlines,
examining the causes and consequences of
climate change and features a 3D planetarium
show all about our home planet. Students
consider the scientific method by testing their
own psychic abilities, measure the warming
effect of carbon dioxide in the lab using data
loggers, take a special trail around our exhibits
and make a solar cooker to take home.
22
17

Is There Anybody Out There?
Group 12 min–30 max

An inspiring day all about rotary flight,
offering an insight into careers in aeronautical
engineering. Specially designed equipment
developed with Leonardo Helicopters reveals
the physics of the design process as students
test components and programme sensors
on a robotic helicopter to complete a rescue
mission. The day concludes with teams creating
and testing a rotary vehicle to safely transport
an egg.
A Question of Taste

KS3 & KS4

Group 20 min–60 max

It seems that every day another ‘earth-like’
planet is discovered somewhere in the universe.
But how do we detect them, how can we find
out if they could support life and what might
that life look like anyway? This day - featuring
two amazing Planetarium films - starts with
students thinking about evidence and what life
needs before measuring exoplanets round their
very own sun, using an orrery. Spectroscopes
are used to analyse light and find out if a
planet’s atmosphere is habitable before
considering what alien life might be like and
how we might communicate with it.
A Question of Taste

System Earth
KS3 & KS4

KS3 & KS4

0117 915 7777 • 8.30am – 5.30pm (term time) • 10am – 2pm (holidays)

POST-16

Group 12 min–30 max

This popular, lab-based workshop turns
theory into practice by using one of the most
revolutionary biochemical technologies – the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) – to explore an
unusual human trait. Using DNA extraction, PCR
techniques and gel electrophoresis, students
determine their own phenotype and genotype
in relation to the bitter-tasting chemical
PTC (phenylthiocarbamide). The possible
evolutionary significance of this characteristic is
discussed, along with the broader social, medical
and ethical implications of gene technology.

education@wethecurious.org • wethecurious.org/education
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Studio Shows

£2.50 (available only in
combination with general
admission at £5.75)
Group size: 15 min – 70 max
Duration: 30 minutes

24
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Vibrant and visual entertainment, high on fun,
humour, demonstrations and audience participation.

Senses Rewired NEW - FROM MAR 2018
KS3 & KS4

Good Vibrations NEW - FROM APR 2018
KS3 & KS4

Launch It!
KS3

Boggling Brains
KS3 & KS4

A brand new show putting audiences in touch
with their sensitive side in fascinating and
unexpected ways. The idea of our five senses
is a myth, with some neuroscientists now
recognising as many as 33. We have also known
for a long time that other living things can
detect things we can’t – such as UV, infra-red
and magnetic fields. As we learn more and
more about how our own senses can adapt
and blend, technology is helping us re-train
our brains to open new windows on the world
around us, such as hearing with our skin, or
seeing in sound.

This sonic feast explores the world of
vibrations. From under the sea to outer
space, bird song to bass bins, we see, hear
and feel vibrations as we lead you through a
series of experiments in frequency, amplitude
and wavelength.

What are the forces involved in propelling us
into space? Whizzes, bangs and rockets are
used to reveal the story of Yuri Gagarin, the
first human to make the journey, in this loud
and exciting show that investigates forces
and explosions.

We reveal the structure and function of our
amazing brains and the equipment we can use
to look at them. Visual, motor and language
functions are examined and students even get
the chance to dress up as a neurone.

How My Body Works
KS3

Light Fantastic
KS3

Lively and engaging demonstrations get
students exploring the effect of exercise on
the lungs, using a model heart to pump fake
blood, acting as opposing muscle pairs, and
investigating the function of our sweat glands!

With laser beams, an infra-red camera, smoke
and mirrors and invisibility, this highly visual
and phenomenon-based show explores the
true nature of this amazing form of energy to
reveal what light is, what emits it, and how
it travels.

0117 915 7777 • 8.30am – 5.30pm (term time) • 10am – 2pm (holidays)

education@wethecurious.org • wethecurious.org/education
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Seasonal Stargazing
All Ages

Planetarium
Shows
£3 (3D shows) or £2.50 (2D shows)
(only available in combination with general
admission at £5.75)
Group size: 98 max (no min group size)
Duration: 25–30 minutes

Exploring the Galaxy
KS3

3D

Blue Marvel
3D

The pale blue dot on which we all live is
viewed from the perspective of its place in
the solar system and in terms of the impact
that our growing population is having on our
home planet.
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Dream to Fly
KS3 & KS4

Students see how light is central to our
understanding of the Universe and how
developments in telescope technology and
photosensitive materials are changing the
way we look at our own galaxy and beyond.

KS3 & KS4

Stunning experiences in the UK’s
first 3D Planetarium

3D

People have always wanted to fly. From
the flying carpets and phoenix of legend to
balloons and war planes, this film explores
the development of aviation through the ages
– presenting the milestones on our route to
conquering the skies. Rich visuals, beautiful
music and poetic narration make this show a
powerful experience.

2D & 3D

Spring, summer, autumn or winter, let us guide
you on a very special journey around the night
sky. See the stars as they will appear on the
very date of your visit, then fly to a whole host
of amazing astronomical destinations.
We are Aliens!
All Ages

3D

Could there be life elsewhere in the universe?
If so, what might it look like and how would we
find it? This enchanting film considers life here
on Earth before clearly and engagingly delving
into the fascinating science behind the search
for habitable exoplanets and signs of life – all
with the help of stunning 3D graphics. Narrated
by Rupert Grint.
Cell! Cell! Cell!
All Ages

2D

Two teenagers journey into the human body to
discover the inner life of cells and reveal
an incredible world of structure and function
that is often stranger than fiction. Content
ranges from KS3 to A-Level but will inspire and
amaze everyone.

Invaders of Mars!
All Ages

2D

Charting the history of our fascination with the
Red Planet, from the earliest observations and
ideas about life on Mars, we explore its surface
with telescopes and generations of spacecraft
‘invaders’. Flying over chasms, canyons,
volcanoes and ice caps reveals our intriguing
planetary neighbour, on which life life may
exist. Narrated by former Dr Who, Tom Baker.
Back to the Moon - for good
All Ages

2D

No-one has walked on the Moon since 1972,
but Google hopes their ‘Lunar X’ prize of $30
million will change all that, harnessing the
human ingenuity that will enable us to return.
This is the story of the Space Race – from the
earliest orbiters to the Apollo landings to
today’s international efforts to understand, and
visit, our nearest space neighbour. Narrated by
Buzz Lightyear himself, Tim Allen.
Phantom of the Universe: FROM MAR 2018
The Hunt for Dark Matter
All Ages

2D

Experience the ongoing search for dark matter –
from protons racing through the world’s largest
particle collider to up-close views of the Big
Bang and emergent universe and the descent to
a mile-deep underground experiment.

Contains some strong scenes – please discuss
when booking.

0117 915 7777 • 8.30am – 5.30pm (term time) • 10am – 2pm (holidays)

education@wethecurious.org • wethecurious.org/education
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A space to make a note of things you are interested in and cost-up a visit. For prices
see the fold-out page inside the front cover.

We The Curious, One Millennium Square, Anchor Road, Harbourside, Bristol, BS1 5DB
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We The Curious
One Millennium Square, Anchor Road,
Harbourside, Bristol, BS1 5DB
Contact Us:
0117 915 7777
education@wethecurious.org
Booking line opening hours
8.30am – 5pm (term time) or
10am – 2pm (holidays) Mon – Fri

Cover image: Artificially coloured
scanning electron micrograph (SEM)
of photoreceptor cells in the human
retina that convert light into nerve
action potentials. Rod cells (white)
perceive light of different intensities,
whereas cone cells (yellow) allow
colour vision. The cell bodies (red)
of the receptor cells are located in a
layer below the rods and cones.
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